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Combining Ontologies and Open Standards to Derive a Middle Layer Information Model for Interoperability of Personal and Electronic Health Records
Abstract

Objectives: To enable better interoperability between Personal Health Record (PHR) and Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems to allow exchange of data from patients to providers and vice versa in order to encourage PHR use and patient self-management.

Methods: A non-binding middleware based on open technologies and standards that resides between a PHR and EHR system has been developed. Specifically, the middleware consists of an ontology-driven information model based on the HL7 Reference Information Model (RIM) and a set of transformation rules that work in conjunction with the information model to process data exported from a PHR or EHR system and prepare it according to constraints imposed by the receiving system.

Results: The information model was evaluated by executing a set of use case scenarios containing data exported from a PHR system, transformed according to the transformation rules, transferred to an EHR system and vice versa (EHR to PHR). This allowed various challenges to emerge as well as revealed gaps in current standards in use.

Conclusions: The proposed middleware information model offers a number of advantages. When modifications are made to either a PHR or EHR system, they can be incorporated by altering only the instantiation of the information model. The model uses classes and attributes based on HL7 RIM to define how data is captured which allows greater flexibility in how data can be manipulated by receiving systems. The solution is applicable to existing PHR systems, or could be used as a blueprint to develop new PHR applications.
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Background and Significance

PHR systems capture health data entered by individuals and provide information related to the care of those individuals. By contrast, EHR systems serve the information needs of health care professionals and are managed by those professionals and/or a healthcare institution. The value of PHR systems is increased greatly when they are integrated with EHR systems so that health information about an individual can flow seamlessly among systems used by health professionals and the patient [1]. Public interest and the current availability of PHR systems is high [2] and although the evidence about the effect of PHR systems on health outcomes for patients is limited [3, 4], a majority of people see benefits of accessing their own data for health management and improved communication with healthcare providers [5]. From an organizational point of view, robust PHR systems allow greater knowledge about the patient’s lifestyle, allow access to data in unusual circumstances such as emergencies [5], and open up new opportunities for telemedicine and home monitoring initiatives [6, 7]. However, in spite of this, adoption of PHR systems remains relatively low with estimates that between 7 and 10% of Americans use a PHR [8-10].

There are two prevailing models of PHR systems - “untethered” standalone systems which are entirely under the control of the patient who must enter their own information or arrange for it to be transferred from another system; and “tethered” systems, often referred to as patient portals which are sponsored by an organization and where the record is automatically populated without the patient needing to enter information [11]. The majority of existing and emerging PHR systems are untethered despite the growing trend of sponsored patient portals [12]; therefore, the success of these systems is determined by a person’s willingness to maintain their PHR information or on their health provider’s willingness to share and transfer data from an EHR. The tethered model places fewer burdens on the patient and has shown the highest adoption rates, for example, 5.2 million of 9 million members of Kaiser Permanente had registered to use My Health Manager [13] as of the third quarter of 2015, and approximately one-fifth of veterans’ report using the US Department of Veterans Affairs PHR, My HealtheVet [14]. If EHR and PHR systems have not been originally designed to follow the tethered model, the adoption of these systems to allow sharing of institutional and personal data usually presents challenges for healthcare providers who must ‘retrofit’ proprietary EHR systems for purposes they were not originally intended, a costly and time consuming process [8, 15-17]. As a result, many tethered PHR systems focus on providing simpler data to patients, for example, hospital visits or prescription drugs dispensed in a read only format [11], rather than clinical data which is more useful if patients are to be encouraged to self-manage in a meaningful way.

According to reviews on PHR adoption barriers, the most significant factors for non-adoption are privacy and security, usability, and interoperability and integration [5, 8, 9, 15, 18-21]. User attitudes to PHR security and privacy are complicated. Some e.g. [8] report it as the most significant barrier deterring users whereas others e.g. [19], have found that privacy and security are no longer pertinent concerns given better familiarity among consumers with online services such as e-banking. Poor usability has arisen because of a lack of understanding and poor assessment of lay users’ workflow as well as their health literacy, which has led to the development of systems which are challenging to use and content that is difficult to comprehend [20].

In this paper we focus on the interoperability and integration barrier. Some of the challenges to interoperable PHR are the fact that ideal information in a PHR is lifelong and cross institutional, and thus covers data from various providers but also citizens own entries as well as emerging data from sensors and integrated devices. Further, citizens are the primary managers of the data but can also possibly want to share it with others – family, employers, care givers and healthcare providers [22].
Another complicating factor is that dispersed care is the general rule and coordinated care the exception. Compounding this is the increase in frequency of co-morbid chronic conditions, further dispersing patient care across multiple providers and EHR systems [23]. This poses major challenges due to the resultant provider-to-provider misunderstandings, information gaps, and identification of responsibility.

Slow adoption of standards for interoperability has delayed the rollout of PHR systems. In particular, standards for data interchange, messaging, content encoding, ‘lay’ representation of encoded data have not been widely adopted [1]. The two most commonly used standards for PHR are the Continuity of Care Record (CCR) [24] and the Continuity of Care Document (CCD) [25]. CCR was developed by ASTM International and CCD is a joint effort by HL7 and ASTM to link CCR with HL7’s Clinical Documentation Architecture (CDA) [26] which underpins EHR systems. The CCR is a core data set of the most relevant administrative, demographic, and clinical information facts about a patient's healthcare, covering one or more healthcare encounters and its primary use case is to provide a snapshot of pertinent clinical, demographic, and administrative data. To ensure interchangeability of CCRs, the specification specifies an eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML) coding that is required when the CCR is created. The CCD represents a complete implementation of CCR, combining HL7 technologies with the CCR's clinical data representation. CCD is an XML-based standard that specifies the structure and encoding of a patient summary clinical document. However real-world implementation of these standards is still at very early stages [27].

Previous work on PHR systems has tackled interoperability and integration issues in various ways. Ved et al [28] and Ming et al [29] propose a cloud-based architecture allowing different PHR systems to access patient data from various EHR systems where the emphasis is on security, scalability, and efficiency. Others have focused on the use of open standards to develop interoperable PHR systems. For example, Xie et al [30] use XML at every level of development from data storage as XML documents to rendering final data to the screen, while Li Hui et al [31] use Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing from Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE-XDS) and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) to create a shareable and integrated PHR system. Puustjärvi and Puustjärvi [32], also use an ontology and open standards to develop a PHR system interoperable with relational databases. Lähteenmäki et al [33] attempt to integrate non-clinical information using an architecture based on HL7 CDA messages and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Yuksel and Dogac [34] and Brut et al [35] customized the HL7 RIM [36] in order to support data acquired from other sources. By mapping to HL7 RIM, Yuksel and Dogac derived a Refined Message Information Model (RMIM) which allows transforming data to HL7 CDA which could subsequently be used by both EHRs and PHRs. Brut et al created an alteration of RIM utilizing classes to generate a domain specific RMIM. Both solutions refined the RIM to produce messages, whereas our work focuses on the development of a new information model that allows for the exchange of full medical documents.

Objectives

The aim of our work is to enable better interoperability between PHR and EHR systems to allow meaningful exchange of clinical data from providers to patients and vice versa. We have developed an ontology-driven information model based on previous analysis on different PHRs [37], which stands as a middleware layer between PHR and EHR systems and a set of transformation rules for effectively transferring data in a standardized way between PHR and EHR systems. The middleware solution is equally applicable to tethered and untethered PHR systems that have basic import/export
capabilities as it abstracts away from the specific PHR and EHR system. We demonstrate our methods with a number of case study scenarios.

**Methods**
The process of designing the information model involved a number of discrete stages. We began by analysing different PHRs in order to identify common entities and used this analysis to develop a new ontology-based representation for PHR data and their relations. Classes from our information model were then mapped to relevant HL7 RIM classes. Finally, we implemented a set of transformation rules for PHR-EHR and EHR-PHR exchange using a custom PHP transformation engine. The transformation of data to a syntactically correct format was aided by predefined XML templates.

**High Level Architectural Model**
The architectural model consists of four structural components. The first component is the conceptual layer, namely the definition of each concept to be used and how concepts are related. The second component is the semantic layer which provides a formal representation of the entities defined in the conceptual layer. The third component is the syntactic layer which aims to ensure that represented data will fully conform to pre-defined structure and syntactic rules. Finally, the data layer manipulates data exported from either a PHR or EHR system in an appropriate way. Figure 1 shows how data exported from a PHR system will be transferred to an EHR system. The ontology instantiation reflects the data and associated attributes a given PHR (e.g. Microsoft Health Vault) can hold. Moreover, the ontology is referenced from both the conceptual layer and the semantic layer to ensure the exported data are understood correctly and transformed to the appropriate format ready for import. The transformation rule engine implements the transformation rules to manipulate the data and lies between the data, the semantic and the syntactic layer. Finally, the exported HL7 document produced after the transformation is represented in the data layer.
Figure 1 - High Level Architectural Model

Representing PHR Data and Relationships
Previously we have analysed data structures and functionality of six different PHRs (Health Vault, Telemedica, NoMoreClipboard, Health Spek and Health Companion) in order to identify similarities and differences and to produce a new high level information model to cover all existing data [000337]. The resulting information model can be seen in Figure 2.
Using HL7 RIM foundation classes as a basis, our information model consists of four basic classes:
Role, Entity, Act and Element (later we describe in detail how classes and their relations are different in our information model and in RIM). In our information model classes are defined as follows:

- **Role:** participants to one’s personal health record
- **Entity:** roles are played by an Entity
- **Act:** any event in a PHR, e.g. ‘monitoring’ vital signs or ‘recording’ an allergy,
- **Element:** any data corresponding to Acts, e.g. an allergy will be an element itself and then it can contain some sub-elements such as allergy name, effective date etc.

Moreover, the class Element has two subclasses named “Data” and “Unit” to manipulate represented data. These subclasses characterize data input or saved by a user as part of an act. An Element may contain many other Elements of type Data or Unit and hence it can be used as a container. Sub-classing data into its constituent elements allows for finer-grained representation of patient data thus allowing the information model to capture variations among data stored by various PHR systems, as well as to adequately capture the greater amounts of data and data types stored by PHR systems when compared with EHR systems. The above classes can be considered a baseline; both classes and attributes can be expanded in order to cover the requirements of a specific PHR system. Use cases can be used to demonstrate relevant concepts and relations of the information model. Figure 3 demonstrates a patient use case for monitoring vital signs and describes a person (Entity) who is the patient (Role), monitoring (Act) their vital signs (Element). Monitor is a composite act that involves the measurement of different elements. Moreover, a simple element
may consist of data elements or/and unit elements. Figure 4 shows how Act and Element classes may be instantiated to accommodate such a case.

**Patient monitors vitals.**

- Patient measures **Height/Weight/BMI**
- Patient measures **Blood Pressure**
  - Patient measures Systolic Blood Pressure
  - Patient measures Diastolic Blood Pressure
- Patient measures Glucose Monitoring
- Patient measures Triglycerides Monitoring
- Patient measures Cholesterol Monitoring

*Figure 3 - Use case scenario to monitor vital signs*

**Blood Pressure**

- **Diastolic BP (value, unit)**
- **Systolic BP (value, unit)**

**Simple Element**: Blood Pressure

- **Simple Element**: Diastolic BP
  - **Value Element**: Diastolic BP (i.e. 120)
  - **Unit Element**: BP (i.e. mmHg)
- **Simple Element**: Systolic BP
  - **Value Element**: Systolic BP (i.e. 80)
  - **Unit Element**: BP (i.e. mmHg)

*Figure 4 - Use case scenario to capture data and unit elements*

The use of each of the outlined classes and their relations differs from RIM in the following ways. In RIM the class Role is related to the class Act through another class named Participation, and to the class Entity. In our information model, class Role is related to class Entity and the latter is then related directly to class Act. This is because roles in PHR systems (e.g. doctor, patient, care given, relative etc.) are more limited than in EHR systems (e.g. access role, employee, licensed entity etc.) and thus entities participate directly in acts. Further, in contrast with RIM, the attributes of each class and the classes themselves are flexible so that the four classes can accommodate all relevant information from PHR systems. This flexibility can overcome the reported recently RIM shortcoming of limited status codes (i.e. for care plans) [38], lack of basic clinical information (i.e. normal range for lab results) [38], incapability to cover specialized domains [39] and conceptual misunderstanding of capturing information about an action versus the action itself [39]. An example of a possible set of attributes for each class is shown in Figure 5. The information model has been instantiated using Protégé [40] and OWL [41].
Despite other emerging standards it has been decided to map our information model to RIM classes as this allows the production of a CDA document. In addition HL7 v3 messages or documents can be transformed to other standards such as HL7 v2 if necessary. This decision reduces complexity towards achieving integration at an early stage given the current most commonly used standards for PHRs are CDA-based. Then by altering the transformation mapping rules (described later), other standards such as OpenEHR [42] and FHIR [43] can be also be incorporated.

**Mapping Classes from the Information Model to HL7 RIM Relevant Classes**

Entity and Role classes from our information model can be matched to the respective RIM classes, however Act as it has been defined in the new information model cannot be directly mapped either to the Act class of RIM or to any of Act’s subclasses. The solution is to map the proposed Act class to a combination of the classes Act, Participation and Act Relation available in RIM. The latter two classes are used in RIM to complement the usage of the initial class Act and the way it interacts with the class Role. The class Act Relationship expresses a direct association between a source and target act. The class Participation is an association between an act and a role with an entity which plays that role. The Element class from the information model can be replicated utilizing the Observation class from RIM which is a sub-class of Act. An observation often involves measurements or other methods of investigation. In addition, an observation may also be a simple statement. Thus, an
Observation class has also been used to replicate the subclasses Unit and Data Element (subclasses of the Element class).

The most important class used in the information model is Act. It can be used to capture varied information depending on personal preferences in contrast with the use of the Act class in RIM. In order to map the information model, the structure shown in Figure 6 has been used.

At the centre sits a RIM Act class with a classCode COMPOSITION, namely grouped patient information represented in an EHR. The Act class has a ‘one-to-many’ connection to a Participation class named ‘ParticipantRole’ and a ‘one-to-many’ connection to an Act Relationship class named ‘DescribedBy’. In order for the recursive relationship that has been used in the information model to be replicated, a different Act Relationship class named ‘Component’ has been used. The Act class is connected to a role via a ParticipantRole. A role is always related to an entity. Both Role and Entity classes have been used with no alterations and they can encapsulate any classCode available in the RIM. The Act class from RIM has been reused to represent the Element class as shown in Figure 7.
The Observation class has been renamed Element with a ‘classCode’ of CLUSTER. A cluster is used to describe a group of entries within a composition, topic or category that have a logical association with one another. This class contains two more Observation classes for Unit Elements and Data Elements respectively. Both these classes are connected to the Element class utilizing two different Act Relationship classes named ‘Component1’ and ‘Component2’ respectively. As these two classes are simple Observations, the ‘classCode’ for both is OBS. In the case of class Element, the recursive relationship from our information model has been replicated the same way as described in Act class above, namely by using another Act Participation class. The final information model can be seen in Figure 8.
In the previous section we described a high level mapping of the information model to customized RIM classes. In practice such smooth mapping can rarely be achieved due to the nuances and complexity of data from PHR systems and initial data exported from either a PHR or EHR system needs to be prepared for transfer. To accommodate this preparation, we have defined a set of transformation rules. The rules have been implemented in PHP; however, they may be implemented in any programming language of choice.

**Rule 1 – Identify participating roles**: Identify the entities and their roles that may participate in an act. In particular, the demographic characteristics for the patient from an exported document need to be identified. Accordingly, other participant entities such as author, custodian and legal authenticator of the document may also be included on the header and thus need to be identified. The location of the participant role in the exported data is different depending on the export file. For instance, if the exported file is CCD then the information will be in the header. In case of custom export formats (e.g. custom XML schema) the information will be extracted from a different location.

**Rule 2 – Identify elements that have been exported**: During this step the exported file is parsed to identify high level elements (i.e. data items) that have been exported. Such elements might be allergies, medications, past medical history etc. With current PHR systems it is not common for the user to have a choice of what to export, however as systems evolve this may be desired.

**Rule 3 – Identify the expected attributes for the elements highlighted from rule 2**: This rule parses the PHR specific ontology instantiation (i.e. the OWL file), to identify the expected attributes that need to be identified in the exported document. In case of composite elements, after each main element has been identified, the algorithm will search for any sub-elements before it moves to the next main element. For instance, for the element ‘Allergy’, the sub-elements ‘Allergy Name’, ‘First Observed’, ‘Reaction’ and ‘Treatment’ may be identified.

**Rule 4 – Collect the expected attributes**: During this step the exported file is parsed in order to extract the expected elements and sub-elements which were identified during the previous step. For example, considering the example from the previous step we will need to extract the actual allergy name (e.g. Pollen).
Rule 5 – Decide how to process each value: Establish how each of the identified values from the previous step (rule 4) should be manipulated. For example, not all the information in a PHR always needs to be transferred into an EHR and therefore assigning data properties to elements (e.g. EHR_Transferrable or NOT_EHR_Transferrable) allows constraining the data to be transferred. In a similar manner, attributes can be assigned to indicate special treatment of a specific piece of data. For instance, if a piece of information should be mapped to the unstructured body of the final CDA document this could also be specified with a relevant attribute.

Rule 6 – Apply specific transformation to the extracted data: Transform the extracted data according to specific syntax rules of the receiving system (e.g. CDA). Transformation is achieved using predefined XML templates which are sets of mark-up tags representing data for different scenarios. For instance, an allergy element represented in a PHR system as shown in Figure 9 will have a corresponding template as shown in Figure 10. For transformation, template data such as \[AllergyName\] should to be replaced with extracted data values.

```xml
<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>

<MyObject>
  <ObjectProperty IRI="#contains"/>
  <NamedIndividual IRI="#Allergy"/>
</ObjectPropertyAssertion>
</MyObject>
```

*Figure 9 - Microsoft Health Vault ontology showing object property allocations for element ‘allergy’*
Figure 10 - Pre-defined XML template for transforming element ‘allergy’

Such templates can be constructed at various levels of granularity depending on the required flexibility and variability between systems. Moreover, the HL7 Interoperability Toolkit [44] contains similar predefined templates for integration between EHR systems. By restructuring and repeating these templates, appropriately formatted documents can be produced.

Rule 7 – Attach the header to the exported document: Use the data identified by rule 1 and place it in the final document as a header. This will be facilitated using data templates in a similar manner as in the previous step.

Results

Our proposition has been evaluated by executing two sample scenarios in which selected information exported from a PHR in CCD format was transformed to a CDA document according to the rules outlined in the previous section and accordingly integrated into an her and in which information exported from an EHR in CDA format was transformed to CCD and integrated into a PHR system. Microsoft Health Vault [45] has been selected as the PHR system as it is the most commonly used PHR as well as its range of import/export capabilities (e.g. ability to import/export in CCD, CCR format as well as in custom MS Health Vault specific XML or CSV format). Regarding the EHR, an open source solution CityEHR [46] has been selected due to its ability to work with XML database and directly save data in CDA format. By selecting an open source solution, vendor dependencies were avoided. Finally, it is noteworthy that any other EHR which allows integration could be used instead. In this case further transformation of the CDA output to the supported format (e.g. HL7 v2 messages, FHIR etc.) might have been necessary.
The first step is to identify the participating entities and roles. In both scenarios the required information was available in the header of the exported document whether that was in CCD or in CDA format. Figure 11 below shows an example of CCD header where the relevant sections of Patient Role, Author (expanded sections at the top), custodian, legal authenticator and participants (collapsed sections at the bottom).

The information has been extracted using a set of XPath expressions. For instance, Table 1 below shows example XPath expressions for Patient and Author roles as well as different entities. Similar XPath expressions were used in order to retrieve all the necessary data from both the exported documents as well as the instantiation of the relevant ontology which was expressed in OWL format.

**Table 1 - Examples of XPath Expressions for CCD Header**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Type</th>
<th>CCD XPath Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>/ClinicalDocument/recordTarget/patientRole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>/ClinicalDocument/recordTarget/patientRole/patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>/ClinicalDocument/author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custodian</td>
<td>/ClinicalDocument/author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Authenticator</td>
<td>/ClinicalDocument/legalAuthenticator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the next step the transformation rules had to identify various elements that have been exported such as allergies, immunizations and medications. Both CCD and CDA documents contain each main
element within separate components tags in the XML structure. Child tags of components are sections, text and entry tags respectively. From the content of these tags the elements that have been exported can be identified immediately. An example of the Allergy section can be seen below in Figure 12 and 13 below.

```xml
<component>
  <section>
    <templateId assigningAuthorityName="HL7 CCD" root="2.16.840.1.113883.10.20.1.2"/>
    <code code="48766-2" codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1" codeSystemName="LOINC" displayId="Allergy"/>
    <title>Allergy</title>
    <text>
      <table width="100%">
        <thead>
          <tr>
            <th>Type</th>
            <th>Substance</th>
            <th>Substance RxNorm code</th>
            <th>Reaction</th>
            <th>Date Identified</th>
            <th>Status</th>
          </tr>
        </thead>
        <tbody>
          <!-- Table content goes here -->
        </tbody>
      </table>
    </text>
  </section>
</component>
```

Figure 12 - Allergy Section in a CCD document
Next the expected attributes for the elements highlighted from the previous step must be identified in the instantiation of the ontology for Microsoft Health Vault. Using as an example the allergy element, Figure 14 shows the instantiation of the ontology and the attributes that the PHR can support.
The values for those attributes must be gathered from the exported documents and a set of pre-asserted data attributes from the ontology instantiation file have been used. For example, the property ‘hasEHRTransferable’ is used to dictate whether an element is going to be transferred to an EHR. An example assertion in OWL can be seen in Figure 15. In this case the allergy element will be transferred to the EHR system.

Once the data are extracted the relevant transformation must be applied. This transformation was carried out utilizing pre-defined XML CDA templates. An example template can be seen in Figure 10 on the previous section. The engine successfully identified all the required templates for this transformation and collated them to produce the final CDA document. An example of the final transformed document section for Allergies can be seen in Figure 16 below.
Finally, the information identified in rule 1 must be mapped to the header of the final CDA document. For this transformation predefined XML templates as per previous steps. The final CDA/CCD document were validated to verify that were well-formed, namely following the syntax rules of XML and valid against the CDA content-specific rules. The validation in all cases was successful and the final document were integrated to the receiving system.

Challenges encountered when executing the scenarios (make this subheading within results)

The prime challenge during our evaluation was how to treat elements exported from the system which were unsupported by the destination system. This was mainly observed with data exported from EHR to PHR. For example, elements such as the X-Ray section that was included under the physical examination section of the exported file as or elements which were included as vital signs on the EHR system (i.e. pain level and saturation) but were not supported by the selected PHR system. The solution that was applied in such scenarios was to map all the unsupported elements as text entries in the relevant 'Comment' fields of the most relevant section to avoid losing important clinical information. This mapping was identified during the transformation rule 3 but the actual transformation occurred during rule 4.

A second challenge was the difference between the attributes captured by a PHR and the attributes that are actually supported by a CCD document. For example, according to the instantiation of the ontology, for an immunization, the elements immunization type, date given, number of sequence, who administers the immunization, adverse effects, location administered on the body, how it was administered and the manufacturer of the substance, were expected in the exported document. However a set of fewer elements was identified in the exported document (immunization name, administration date, administrator and sequence). Therefore, data from the PHR system was not fully transferred to the EHR system. The example provides clear evidence of shortcomings of current standards, namely the CCD standard has predefined capacity for the number supported elements. In
order to overcome this our transformation rules ignores any elements captured in the PHR namely exist in the ontology instantiation but are not present in the exported file.

A third challenge involved the semantic interpretation of the expected data. For example, elements ‘Medications’ and ‘Procedures’ which appear as an outcome of rule 2 in one scenario, were not directly identified. According to the ontology file the expected elements were ‘list of Procedures’ and ‘List of Medications’. Our information model can handle such scenarios by adding values to the relevant attributes, elements can be mapped to relevant coding schemas to resolve semantic irregularities. Figure 17 demonstrates the addition of different codes (in this example from coding schemes SNOMED-CT and LOINC), allowing to map the term ‘List of Medication’ from the PHR to the term ‘Medications’ in the CDA document.

Finally, as mentioned above a set of pre-asserted data attributes such as the ‘hasEHRTransferable’ property from the ontology instantiation file have been used to determine how the transformation rules should treat various elements. As a different example of how such attributes were used Figure 18 demonstrates data properties as they appear in Protégé for ‘Dietary Intake’ which has a value of 0 for property ‘hasEHR Transferable’ indicating that the exported elements should not be transferred to an EHR and hence ‘Dietary Intake’ will not be included in the next step. Another attribute ‘hasNonXMLBody’ indicates whether the respective element should be mapped to the structured or unstructured body of a CDA document (in the case where ‘hasEHRTransferable’ has a value of 1, thus allowing the information model to support both clinical and non-clinical data. The example demonstrates how data properties may allow for extra data manipulation and flexibility. This rule was completed as expected.
Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an information model that attempts to overcome inadequacies of existing standards for PHR data such as CCD. Our attempt utilizes a multilayer architectural model which combines ontologies in order to allow flexibility and potentially extend beyond and untie the solution from any specific PHR or EHR system. We have mapped our information model to HL7 RIM classes and proposed a set of transformation rules defining how to apply the information model to produce standardized PHR and EHR documents.

The evaluation of the information model allowed various challenges to emerge most of which were due to the semantics of data and it also revealed gaps in the current standards in use... Our solution, in contrast with existing standards is not based on using class attributes to capture values about specific aspects of data (i.e. the actual value or the unit of measurement). Rather our proposition uses classes to capture the data and attributes to define the way the data will be manipulated by various applications. This offers a more flexible approach to manipulate the captured data in the way a user requires. As well as being applicable to existing PHR systems (both tethered and non-tethered), the findings could be used as a blueprint to develop new PHR applications.

As future work for our project, connectivity and compatibility with other emerging standards such as openEHR archetypes and FHIR should be examined. Moreover, a comprehensive evaluation of our proposition with the latest trending personal health and wellbeing management applications as well as consumer devices is a necessity. Finally, other data formats which extent beyond the strict clinically defined context such as Observations of Daily Living (ODL) must be examined in order to identify whether our proposition is able to insure seamless integration from these new sources.
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